How to install IFSCL on Linux ?

1. Download the zip archive and extract it.
To make it easier to follow, we will consider that you've extracted the archive content (2 files, 1 folder) in a
folder called "IFSCL300" which is inside a folder "Downloads".

2. Check that those two files (IFSCL300_Linux.x86 & IFSCL300_Linux.x86_64) are "executables". To do so,
select one of them, do a right click to 'properties'. Write in your head the location of the IFSCL (which might be
something like /home/user/Downloads/IFSCL300 ). In properties>permissions, the checkbox "Authorize file
execution as a program" shall be checked. If it is, then you can play IFSCL.
Note : if the checkbox refuses to check, we will use the terminal :
3. Open the terminal, type ''cd '' (with a space after cd and without quotation marks) then type the location of
where you've extracted the IFSCL.
As an example: "cd /home/user/Downloads/IFSCL300/ " where "user" is the name of your session. Don't forget
to validate your command line by typing the 'enter' key'
Note : you can type "ls" to list the content of a folder. If you do so, you shall see "IFSCL300_Linux.x86" ;
"IFSCL300_Linux.x86_64" & "IFSCL300_Linux_Data" in your terminal. If not, you're terminal isn't looking on
the right folder. If you are in this later case, check the location tou've added previously, it should contains the 2
files and the folder.
4. Type the following command "sudo chmod +x IFSCL300_Linux.x86 ". After that, the terminal shall ask you
to type the password of the superuser (root = administrateur). After password validation, if nothing happens, it's
that everything worked fine.
Note: under Linux, the administrator is called ''root'' or 'superuser''. If you don't know the root password, ask to
the person which installed your Linux. You can also try the one from your session, but It might not work.

5. Do the same step as n°4 by changing "IFSCL300_Linux.x86" by "IFSCL300_Linux.x86_64"
Note : you can check that ''chmod'' has worked fine by looking in properties>permissions and check if the
previous checkbox is marked
6. Close the terminal and play

Problems ? :
If steps 4 & 5 didn't goes well, check that root password is correct. Also check that you've correctly typed les

right commands, letter wise. Like not invert the ( _ ) and the ( - ), or the ( / ) with the ( \ )
If IFSCL don't start up, check that all steps have been followed. If it's still not working, use the same path as the
one said in step 1.
If IFSCL is still not launching after validating the execution, check that it's oppening in the right pplication. To
do so, go in properties of "IFSCL300_Linux.x86" or ''IFSCL300_Linux.x86_64" ; then 'open with' and in the
list, choose something like "start the software" ; don't forget to click on 'ADD'.
Be also sure not to extract the game on a USB key.

